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introduction
the damn solidarity project
believes in taking a radical,
cultural, and non-medicalized
approach to disabled, autistic,
mad, neuroqueer, and sick
identity exploration.
damn counterspace is
founded in anti-oppressive,
access-centered, transformative
healing praxis, community
support, and collective care.
together, we can center
discovery instead of diagnosis
& celebrate damn identities
instead of pathologizing them.
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about
courtney
Courtney (they/she) identifies as a
White, non-binary, queer, multiplydisabled, autistic, mad, neuroqueer,
& sick cultural worker.
Courtney is an abolitionist and
Disability Justice, Transformative
Justice, and Healing Justice activist
that strives to ideate and implement
collective access, digital design
justice, Neuroqueer Justice, and
damn solidarity in community through
cultural work, anti-oppressive
practice, and scholarship.

transformative neuroqueer care
& healing praxis grounded in
damn solidarity

Courtney is a first-generation student
studying for their PhD in Applied
Social and Community Psychology.
They obtained an M.Ed. in Counseling
and specialized in neurodiversity,
harm reduction, and addictive
behavior during their training.
Since divesting from the pathology
paradigm and committing to
community care, they are dedicated
to building infrastructure for
transformative neuroqueer care, as
well as healing praxis grounded in
damn solidarity.

[image description: image of courtney, a White, femme,
non-binary person with short blonde hair, wearing femme
future pink lipstick and a white and black blazer with a
black shirt in front of a black background]
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sliding scale
the damn solidarity project is committed to building a solidarity economy
and believes in "care for all and not profit for some" (Both/And). We
acknowledge the foundation of slavery, labor exploitation and extraction,
and violence against QT/BIPOC disabled, autistic, mad, & neuroqueer
communities on which our current economy is built. Finally, we are
dedicated to an anti-capitalist politic.
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solidarity

The solidarity rate is for people, groups, and organizations who
are surviving. This rate is prioritized for indigenous people,
immigrants, people of color, working class and poor people,
and/or queer and trans people. This rate may still be a barrier to
some. We are committed to flexibility in this regard - please
reach out to courtney at cewade2@ncsu.edu to discuss other
arrangements.
full rate

The full rate reflects the 'true cost' of the work and break-even
rate.

redistribution

The redistribution rate reflects an equitable cost for individuals,
groups, and organizations with structural advantages and
access to wealth. the difference between the full and
redistribution rates are invested into the operation budget and a
mutual aid fund for those who cannot pay the solidarity rate.
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getting started
Assessments of diagnoses such as ADHD or autism are largely
inaccessible due to wait times, cost, and their foundation in the
medical model. damn counterspace was founded in order to create
just that - a counter-space that makes introductions to and exploration
of damn identities a celebratory, affirming, and anti-oppressive
process. These introductory packages serve as entry-points into this
process.

Service

Package

Cost

Q&A

1 hour Q&A session
for whatever damn
exploration is desired

solidarity: $40
full rate: $60
redistribution: $85

Resource Curation

1 Q&A Session (1 hour)
that informs curation of a
personalized resource
package

solidarity: $100
full rate: $150
redistribution: $210

Radical Assessment

1 Planning Meeting &
2 Radical Assessment
Meetings

solidarity: $300
full rate: $450
redistribution: $625
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getting started:
information gathering
Q&A
Feeling like the medical and mental health professionals you work with
don't truly understand your experience of being disabled, autistic,
mad, and/or neuroqueer? Not sure about words such as 'mad,' 'crip,'
and 'neuroqueer'? Want to learn how pathologization is not individual,
but a function of their social context and broader systems of
oppression?
Embrace your curiosity in an anti-oppressive, affirming context.

Resource Curation
Not sure where to start? Frustrated by the lack of non-pathologizing
resources for disabled, autistic, mad, and neuroqueer folx?
Based on what is discussed in the Q&A session, Courtney will curate a
personalized resource package of anti-oppressive, damn-affirming
information.
If further discussion and exploration are desired, damn exploration
packages, such as identity integration and damn coaching offerings
are available.
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getting started:
assessment & discovery
Radical Assessment
Feel like wait times are too long and the cost is too high for diagnostic
assessment? Wanting disability, autistic, mad, & neuroqueer affirming
care?
Radical assessment focuses on discovery instead of diagnosis. The
assessment process is designed as an anti-oppressive exploration of
neurodivergent identity to replace or serve as a precursor and addition
to traditional diagnostic assessment. Radical assessment does not
lead to diagnosis or formal paperwork for accommodations. Instead, it
focuses on exploring possible identification with autistic,
neurodivergent, and/or neuroqueer community. damn counterspace is
creating a foundation of transformative neuroqueer praxis that seeks
to transform a traditionally individual process into a collective,
community-based, and cultural one.
The process includes:
(1) 30-minute introductions & what-to-expect meeting
(1) 1-hour radical assessment process meeting
(1) 1-hour follow-up meeting, made up of (1) 30-minute assessment
follow-up for further questions and thoughts to give both parties
processing time and (1) 30-minute debriefing conversation
All are welcome to engage with the radical assessment process.
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damn exploration
These offerings are meant to hold space for deeper exploration into
damn identities and the identities with which they intersect, as well as
strategies that facilitate authentic damn engagement and
embodiment. These can be scheduled in 1, 2, and 4 session
increments for one-time, as desired, or ongoing exploration.

service

description

identity integration
sessions

sessions dedicated to damn identity exploration

damn coaching
sessions

sessions dedicated to co-creating authentic
embodiment & engagement strategies to meet
identified goals

1 session

solidarity: $60
full rate: $90
redistribution: $130

2 sessions

solidarity: $100
full rate: $150
redistribution: $200

4 sessions

solidarity: $160
full rate: $300
redistribution: $400
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damn exploration:
authentic embodiment
identity curiosity
an anti-oppressive space to explore, deepen, & integrate how you
understand your disabled, autistic, mad, and/or neuroqueer identities
and the identities with which they intersect grounded in healing and
transformative praxis.

damn coaching
Do you find that suggestions for strategies such as time & stress
management or study and organization tips have never really worked
for you? Would you like to learn about energy management and new
strategies aligned with how your body and mind function?
These sessions are specifically dedicated to co-creating authentic
embodiment & engagement strategies to meet identified goals.
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damn cultural work
damn counterspace is dedicated to the creation of counter-spaces
that facilitate broader damn cultural change. the following is a list of
possible offerings. we are welcome to co-imagination of new
possibilities as well.

damn individual, group, & organizational consulting
access (critical perspectives & how-tos)
Disability Justice & Neuroqueer Justice
damn solidarity
collective access audits
speaking engagements & lectures
facilitation
resource curation
graphic design
written products
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a note on access
collective access is central to the missions of both the damn
solidarity project and damn counterspace. discussions of access
needs (whether to share them or explore what they may be) are
welcome and encouraged.

virtual

all services will be virtual

multimodal

all modes of communication will be respected

closed-captioning

always available

recording

recording available as desired

ASL interpretation

ASL interpreters are welcome in all meetings

details

specific what-to-expect info will be provided

access check-ins

we will continually reassess any access needs

“We have to create our own universes, our own
spaces, that we take control of and are unique
and eccentric and different.” [Jen White Johnson]
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